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Introduction

• To effectively manage and conserve wildlife
populations, it is essential to establish their
abundance and distribution reliably and
regularly.

• Between 2018 and 2020 we conducted field
surveys within ten of Kenya’s most important
source populations of lions, and analysed these
data using spatially-explicit capture-recapture
models.

• Kenya has adopted the SECR method and
applied it at a national scale.
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Survey Goal 

To conduct the first ever national survey of lions to
provide decision makers with essential information
and to catalyse support for large carnivore
conservation

Objectives
1. Estimate the number of lions over the age of one

year in all potential source populations.

2. Estimate occupancy of all large carnivores throughout
Kenya.

3. Build capacity to ensure long-term monitoring of lion
populations.



1) Expert opinion
• Educated guess – This method is highly subjective and may not be reliable or

repeatable

2) Whole counts
• Direct observations – mostly applied in small ecosystems

3) Track surveys
• Spoor surveys – uses index calibration techniques to estimate the density based on

lion tracks sighted

.

Methods to estimate lion numbers



4) Call-in/ playback surveys
• Different sounds (e.g. Buffalo calf in distress) are broadcast using a loudspeaker to attract

lions to a fixed area so as to count them.

• Lions are directly observed but not individually identified

5) SECR (spatially-explicit capture-recapture)
• Accurate, precise, comparable and repeatable method of estimating lion numbers

• Reliant on identifying individuals. Lions are not physically captured but information on
where individuals were sighted and re-sighted is modelled.

Methods to estimate lion numbers



Methods to estimate lion numbers
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Survey Design

A group of experts identified a total of
77,595km2 (black areas) as potentially
holding source population of lions. For each
of these areas, follow-ups were done with
local stakeholders to assess (a) whether
resident lions occurred and (b) whether
security was a concern. Areas that were
deemed not to have a source population
and/or have security concerns were later
shifted to the occupancy-based survey that
was conducted throughout Kenya (grey
areas).
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Implementation



SECR





SECR - Conceptual Underpinnings

1. Population closure population does not change during the survey period

2. Detection probability

3. Capture-recapture



Photographs of Individual sightings



Results



Total 
estimated 
population 
in Kenya 

~2,489 
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